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Brief statement of specific☜tooo(BY during

1. A new mechanism of genetic exchange was found in Salmonella typhimrium,
involving filter-passing entities produced by the bacteria under stimlus
from deleterious agents such as penicillin or phage. These entities may
be related to the L-forms described by other workers.

2. A mathod was developed and successfully applied to sereen fresh isolates
of Kecherichia coli for their ability to hybridize with strain K-12, previously
unique in this quality. From about 650 strains tested, 20 have been found
that can be crossed. They are of a variety of cultural and serological types:
the genetic basis of their natural differences is under study.

3. Genetic and cytological effects of radiations (ultra-violet light) were
correlated/ The effects of UV in causing nuclear aberrations persist in some
progeny after other descendants of a single cell have apparently recovered.
The basis of killing by radiations appears not ha to be hereditary lethal
mutations to any extent, but rater a damage to nuclear material from which
later recovery is possible, in eehascelis but not others.
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